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Abstract

Background: Anchorage control is one of the most important determinants of

orthodontic treatments. Mini‐screws are used to achieve the desired anchorage.

Despite all their advantages, there is a possibility that treatment will not be

successful due to conditions related to their interaction with the periodontal tissue.

Objective: To evaluate the status of the periodontal tissue at the sites adjacent to

the orthodontic mini‐implants.

Methods: A total of 34 teeth (17 case and 17 control) in 17 orthodontic patients

requiring a mini‐screw in the buccal area to proceed with their treatment were

included in the study. Oral health instruction was provided to the patients prior to

the intervention. In addition, scaling and root planing of the root surface were done

using manual instruments and ultrasonic instruments if needed. For tooth anchorage,

a mini‐screw with Elastic Chain or Coil Spring was used. The following periodontal

indices were examined in the mini‐screw receiving tooth and the contralateral tooth:

plaque index, pocket probing depth, attached gingiva level (AG), and gingival index.

Measurements were made before the placement of the mini‐screws and 1, 2, and

3 months following that.

Results: The results revealed a significant difference only in the amount of AG

between the tooth with mini‐screw and the control tooth (p = 0.028); for other

periodontal indices, there were no significant differences between the two groups.

Conclusion: This study showed that periodontal indices in adjacent teeth of the mini‐

screws do not change significantly compared to other teeth and mini‐screws can be

used as a suitable anchorage without posing a threat to the periodontal health. Using

mini‐screws is a safe intervention for orthodontic treatments.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Anchorage control is one of the most crucial key factors in

orthodontics dictating the desired outcome of the treatment

(Rodriguez et al., 2014). Traditionally, adjacent teeth and intra‐ and

extraoral devices have been used routinely for orthodontics anchor-

age; nevertheless, the use of these devices is mostly dependent on

patient compliance and therefore, could be unideal most of the time

(Molina‐Solana et al., 2013). In modern orthodontics, mini‐screw

implants are being used to achieve the desired anchorage in the

treatments (Leung et al., 2008). Various studies have evaluated the

outcomes of the treatment using these devices and reported the ideal

outcomes of using so in treatment modalities such as distalization,

intrusion, extrusion, protraction, midline correction, and occlusal plan

adjustment (Abdulnabi et al., 2017; Yanagita et al., 2011). The most

important benefit of using mini‐screws comprises easy application,

low cost, biocompatibility, less‐invasive nature of placement and

removal, and independency from the patients' compliance (Alharbi

et al., 2018; Cousley & Sandler, 2015; Prabhu & Cousley, 2006). In a

systematic review by Alharabi et al., (2018) the failure rate of the

treatment using mini‐screws was reported between 12.5%

and 14.3%.

On the other hand, despite the mentioned benefits, several

studies have reported the risk indicators of failure of these mini‐

implants (Baek et al., 2008; Casaña‐Ruiz et al., 2020; Severo &

Barbosa, 2015). These include periodontal inflammation, gingivitis,

and proximity of the inserted mini‐screws to the root surfaces. Also,

mini‐implants placed in the maxillary arch as well as placement in the

areas with a lack of keratinized tissue have also been shown to be

more prone to failure (Casaña‐Ruiz et al., 2020; Moon et al., 2008;

Viwattanatipa et al., 2009). Moreover, poor oral hygiene and smoking

are also reported among the failure risk indicators (Kravitz &

Kusnoto, 2007). As these mini‐screws can be identified as a foreign

body, they could contribute to plaque accumulation and therefore,

inflammation of the surrounding tissue which increases the risk of the

failure in orthodontic treatment (Bae et al., 2002). Furthermore, Chen

et al. (2008) reported damage to the periodontal ligament (PDL) and

resultant root resorption following the placement of the mini‐screws.

Overall, the current evidence agrees on possible risks for periodontal

health while using mini‐implants as anchorage units via possible

localized gingival inflammation and risk of infection if poor oral

hygiene is performed. Additionally, the potential retention of food

debris may induce bacterial proliferation as well as plaque formation

which threatens the patients' periodontal health also the orthodontic

treatment success (Mohamed et al., 2023). A recent study by Liu et al.

(2023) indicated significantly increased bleeding scores and plaque

accumulation. Subsequently, these make it crucial to occupy a

meticulous and strict oral hygiene strategy throughout the mini‐

implant anchorage phase in orthodontic treatment.

Gingival inflammation around the tooth is known as gingivitis,

which is a periodontal disease and it has been shown that fixed

orthodontic appliances can invade the periodontal tissue and lead to

difficulties in plaque removal and proper oral hygiene thereby,

affecting periodontal health negatively (Imano et al., 2020; Ong &

Wang, 2002). The resultant inflammation could proceed to aggravate

the situation and cause periodontitis. This in fact can turn into a

double‐edged sword, causing further damage to patients' periodontal

health as well as compromising the anchorage outcomes. Numerous

studies evaluated the effect of fixed orthodontic appliances on

periodontal health status (Alfuriji et al., 2014; Atassi &

Awartani, 2010; Karkhanechi et al., 2013; Miethke & Vogt, 2005;

Sadowsky & BeGole, 1981); yet, the literature evaluating the same

variables in patients treated with mini‐screws is scarce (Bayani

et al., 2015). Therefore, in this study, we aimed to evaluate the

periodontal health status adjacent to the implanted orthodontic mini‐

screws as orthodontic anchorage in a split‐mouth fashion, to reveal

any possible negative impact on the periodontal tissue.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Study design and protocol

This study was conceptualized within a prospective split‐mouth case‐

control study. Before the initiation of the study, the protocol was

approved by the ethical committee of the Shahid Beheshti University

of Medical Sciences Research Institute with the approval code of IR.

SBMU. DRC. REC.1398.137. Also, the present research was

conducted in full accordance with ethical principles, including the

Declaration of Helsinki of 1965, as revised in 2013. Likewise, the

present manuscript follows the STROBE statement for improving the

quality of reports of observational studies (http://www.strobe-

statement.org/). The corresponding checklist is provided in Support-

ing Information: Appendix A.

All the patients requiring orthodontic treatment using implanted

mini‐screws for anchorage, who were presented to the Department

of graduate orthodontics Shahid Beheshti University dental school

from March 2020 to March 2021 were screened for the inclusion

criteria as follows:

1‐ Healthy adult patients, presenting mild to moderate Class II

malocclusion and minimal crowding (<3mm) in the maxillary arch.

2‐ Intact maxillary arch dentition (with or without third molars).

3‐ Indication for placement of unilateral mini‐screws for orthodon-

tic anchorage to obtain molar distalization.

4‐ Patients without active periodontal disease (Chapple et al.,

2018).

On the contrary, the exclusion criteria were:

1‐ Presence of any systemic disease or conditions, which might

affect the bone remodeling and healing process negatively.

2‐ Patients receiving any medications which can affect bone

remodeling negatively.

3‐ Indication of antibiotic prophylaxis.

4‐ History of radiotherapy.
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5‐ Presence of infection on the intervention site.

6‐ Presence of any type of prosthetic device at the intervention site.

7‐ Invasion of the mini‐screws to the PDL.

8‐ Presence of the symptoms of Gingivitis or Periodontitis.

2.2 | Subjects recruitment

Based on the defined inclusion and exclusion criteria, the patients

requiring the mini‐screws implantation on one buccal side of their

first molars were selected for the study. Moreover, written consent

was obtained from the patients/parents following giving the

instructions and information regarding the present study.

2.3 | Clinical process

Before the intervention, oral hygiene instructions (OHI) were given to

the subjects (tooth brushing with the Modified Bass technique and a

medium bristled toothbrush and the proper technique of flossing the

mini‐screws). Subsequently, the patients underwent scaling and root

planing using both hand and ultrasonic instruments. For the tooth

movements, a mini‐screw was used with either an elastic chain or coil

spring.

2.4 | Mini‐screw insertion and force delivery

One bracket‐type mini‐screw (Absoanchor, Dentos) with a

diameter of 1.1–1.4 mm and a length of 7 mm was placed for

each patient to facilitate retrusion movement of the anchor unit.

The proper location of inserting the mini‐screws was evaluated

according to peri‐apical radiographs of the area. Following the

injection of local anesthesia, the recipient site was prepared by a

pilot drill with 400–500 rpm. Next, using a hand‐piece screw‐

driver, the mini‐implants were placed. After the insertion, another

peri‐apical radiograph was obtained to confirm the correct

position. The complete OHI was given to the patient. A 2‐week

interval of healing was given to the patients and subsequently,

the loading phase was started. Depending on the required

movement, the amount of force was adjusted with a gauge and

it was confirmed to not exceed 50 g. The tipping movement was

planned to achieve by engaging the wire within the slot. The

patients were planned to be revisited in 1‐, 2‐ and 3‐month

follow‐ups.

2.5 | Intraexaminer calibration

In the present study, all the measurements were done by one investigator

(N. M.). To evaluate the interexaminer calibration, the measurements of

pocket depths in 24 teeth in 8 patients were measured at two different

time points using William's periodontal probe and Interclass Correlation

Coefficient (ICC) analysis was performed to evaluate the interexaminer

reliability. The value of ICCwas 0.92, 1, and 0.8 for mesial, distal, and mid‐

buccal, respectively. Thus, a high similarity between the values was

observed.

2.6 | Evaluation of the periodontal indices

Various periodontal tissue health indices were evaluated before the

placement of the mini‐screws and at the 1‐, 2‐, and 3‐month follow‐

up visits.

• Attached Gingiva (AG)

The width of the AG, from the most coronal AG margin to the

mucco‐gingival junction, was measured using a periodontal probe

in the buccal aspect.

• Gingival Index (GI)

It was measured based on the Löe and Silness (1963) method to

evaluate the presence of gingival inflammation. This was evaluated in

four gingival units of the tooth (disto‐facial, mid‐facial, mesio‐facial,

and lingual) using a periodontal probe and scored as follows:

1. Normal gingiva; without discoloration and bleeding on probing

(BOP) and inflammation.

2. Mild inflammation; slight discoloration hence, negative BOP.

3. Moderate inflammation; erythematous gingiva, swelling, edema,

and positive BOP.

4. Severe inflammation; erythematous gingiva, severe swelling,

edema, and positive BOP.

By dividing the sum of all four areas of each tooth by four, the GI

of each tooth was measured.

• Plaque Index (PI)

The PI was measured using a periodontal probe in four areas of

the tooth as follows (Löe & Silness, 1963):

1. Absence of any plaque.

2. A thin layer of plaque near the free gingival margin and detectable

with an explorer.

TABLE 1 Descriptive characteristics of the subjects.

Parameter Value

Subjects 17 (11 male)

Age 24.52 ± 6.11 years

Anchoring teeth 17 (first molar)

Control teeth 17 (contra‐site first molars)

Arch Maxilla (17)

MOEINI ET AL. | 3
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TABLE 2 Periodontal indices (mean ± SD) for the case (mini‐screw) and control groups on the baseline and at the end of 3rd month
follow‐up.

Periodontal health
variable Group N

T0 T3 p Value
Mean SD Mean SD Intragroup Intergroup

Plaque index Case 17 0.7426a 0.14968 0.738 0.16 0.742 0.485

Control 17 0.7794a 0.14843 0.72 0.14 0.874

Gingival index Case 17 1.2132a 0.25297 1.24 0.27 0.774 0.680

Control 17 1.1838a 0.19822 1.21 0.22 0.699

Attached gingiva Case 17 3.89b 0.37 3.29 0.85 0.882 0.028*

Control 17 4.11b 0.65 3.62 1.10 0.741

Mesial PD Case 17 3.3382a 0.69564 3.52 0.72 0.953 1.000

Control 17 3.3382a 0.70678 3.41 0.69 0.256

Distal PD Case 17 2.8529a 0.64987 2.81 0.66 0.588 0.711

Control 17 2.9265a 0.59794 2.89 0.58 0.746

Lingual PD Case 17 1.8235a 0.64205 1.82 0.58 0.973 1.000

Control 17 1.8235a 0.58473 1.94 0.48 0.142

Abbreviations: PD, pocket depth; SD, standard deviation.
aNo statistically significant difference at baseline between the two groups (p > 0.05) (Independent samples t‐test).
bStatistically significant difference between the two groups (p < 0.05) (Independent samples t‐test).

*indicates a significant p value (<0.05).

F IGURE 1 Plaque index (PI) alterations throughout the follow‐up period. (0 = Before placement of the mini‐screws, 1, 2, and 3 months
following that.)

4 | MOEINI ET AL.
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3. Moderate plaque accumulation near the free gingival margin.

Absence of plaque in the interdental areas.

4. Considerable amounts of plaque accumulation in the interdental

areas and free gingival margin.

• Pocket Depths (PD)

Measured using William's probe. The probe was kept parallel to

the long axis of the root on the interproximal, buccal, and lingual

areas.

2.7 | Statistical analysis

In the present study, a comprehensive statistical analysis was conducted

to investigate the data obtained from the research participants. First, the

assumption of normal distribution was assessed for the variables of

interest using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Levene's test was used to

evaluate the homogeneity of variances between groups. The paired t‐test

was employed to examine within‐group differences over time for each

variable separately. Additionally, a two‐way analysis of variance was

conducted to assess the interaction effect between the independent

variables (test or control) and the dependent variables (outcome

measures) across the two time points. Posthoc tests were used for

pairwise comparisons when a significant main effect or interaction effect

was observed. The baseline characteristics of the groups were examined

using independent samples t‐tests. Any significant differences at baseline

would be reported and taken into consideration in the interpretation of

the study results.

All formal statistical analyses were performed by one author

(H. S.). The SPSS version 20 software (SPSS Inc.) was used for the

data analyses. Variables with a p < 0.05 were considered statistically

significant.

3 | RESULTS

This observational study was conducted on 17 patients (11 Females

and 6 males, mean age of 24.52 ± 6.11 years) and 34 teeth. A total of

17 first molars for the anchoring group and 17 contra‐side first

molars were included as the control group to be evaluated. All of

the included first molars were located in the maxillary arch. The

descriptive data of the subjects are presented inTable 1. The patients

completed the orthodontic treatment phase without any complica-

tions. The mean value and the frequency of the measured variables

for the case and control groups are described in Table 2.

F IGURE 2 Gingival index (GI) alterations throughout the follow‐up period. (0 = Before placement of the mini‐screws, 1, 2, and 3 months
following that.)

MOEINI ET AL. | 5
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F IGURE 3 Attached gingiva (AG) alterations throughout the follow‐up period. (0 = Before placement of the mini‐screws, 1, 2, and 3 months
following that.)

F IGURE 4 Mesial pocket depth (PD) alterations throughout the follow‐up period. (0 = Before placement of the mini‐screws, 1, 2, and 3
months following that.)

6 | MOEINI ET AL.
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As the result of the independent samples t‐test indicated, at the

baseline, there were no significant differences in any of the variables

(PI, GI, and PD) except AG (p = 0.04).

The follow‐up results also revealed that there is only a

statistically significant difference between the two groups in the

amount of final AG (p = 0.028) and the rest of the periodontal

variables did not display any significant difference between the two

groups. The complete intragroup alterations and intergroup compari-

sons at different time points are presented in Figures 1–6.

The PI did not follow any major changes during the 3‐month

follow‐up, and following the implantation of the mini‐screws, it

increased slightly, which returned to the initial value after 3 months.

In the control group, this parameter decreased slightly from 82% to

72%. The GI escalated after the insertion of the mini‐screws by 0.7

units and decreased to the baseline levels during the 2nd and 3rd

months and in general did not show any significant changes

(Figure 2). This amount for the control group remained steady

throughout the follow‐ups. The values of AG were nearly consistent

throughout the 3‐month duration (Figure 3). Both baseline and

3‐month follow‐ups revealed significantly higher AG in the control

group, nonetheless, there was no significant change from baseline to

3‐month follow‐up within each group. Likewise, there were no

remarkable changes in the amount of distal and lingual PD (Figures 5

and 6). Conversely, the mesial PD increased by approximately 0.3 mm

compared to the initial amount at the end of 3rd month (Figure 4);

however, the changes were not significant.

4 | DISCUSSION

The present study was conducted aiming to evaluate the periodontal

tissue status in the adjacent teeth of the implanted orthodontic mini‐

screws to identify the effects of these appliances on the periodontal

status of the patients and additionally, to detect possible detrimental

impacts on the tissue to enhance the success rate of the orthodontic

treatment and in case of any drawbacks, introducing an oral health

protocol and follow‐up visits to maintain the periodontal tissue health

at the optimum levels. Unfortunately, the number of conducted

studies with regard to the effects of mini‐screws on periodontal

health is limited and is mostly on animal subjects. Thus, more clinical

human studies are required to unravel the mystery of the proposed

concern.

Among the monitored variables in this study, a significant

difference solely was observed between the two groups in the

amount of AG and the other indices did not display any significant

alterations. When monitoring the changes during the 3‐month period

F IGURE 5 Distal pocket depth (PD) alterations throughout the follow‐up period. (0 = Before placement of the mini‐screws, 1, 2, and 3
months following that.)

MOEINI ET AL. | 7
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in both groups, it can be noted that although the difference was

significant between the two groups, the amount of AG was constant

in both with no significant change from baseline to the last follow‐up.

Also, the results of the baseline t‐test indicated a significant

difference in AG between the two groups. Considering that there

were no substantial changes (p > 0.05) in this variable during the

mentioned period of time within each group, it can be concluded that

the AG levels were also constant and stable in both groups.

In similar studies on animals, there is controversial evidence

supporting an increase in the amount of AG (Melsen, 2001; Melsen

et al., 1988), a decrease (Melsen et al., 1988), and no changes (Murakami

et al., 1989). Despite the fact that precise evaluation of the AG requires

histological evaluation, due to ethical concerns it cannot be performed in

human studies. Thus, similar studies considered the increase in the long

junctional epithelium or the formation of connective tissue (Melsen, 2001;

Melsen et al., 1988). The escalation in the amount of mesial PD and other

regions might be the result of gingival enlargement and not necessarily

indicative of a disease.

The results of the present study showed that there were no

statistically significant changes throughout the 3‐month follow‐up

within each group. Furthermore, despite an increase in the GI and PI,

these variables returned to normal levels after 3‐months and even

displayed lower values at the end of the visits. These findings are in

accordance with those of similar studies (Erverdi et al., 2007; Kuroda

et al., 2007; Papageorgiou et al., 2012; Xun et al., 2007); however, it

has been indicated that in case of an increase in the amount of GI, it

would be a risk factor for the success of the orthodontic treatment

(Papageorgiou et al., 2012). Moreover, there is no supporting

evidence for the same outcome regarding the PI.

Bayani et al. (2015) reported that not only there would be no

negative effects on the periodontal status following the treatment

with mini‐screws, but also an improvement in this regard can be

anticipated specifically in the amount of AG. On the other hand,

Mazin et al. (2016) reported a drastic increase in the amounts of PI,

GI, and BOP for the male and female subjects who underwent fixed

orthodontics appliances. However, due to the fact that they did not

specify the type of fixed appliance in their study, it should be borne in

mind that different appliances can display different effects on the

adjacent tissue. Thus, validation of the possible drawbacks should be

done before the treatment to prevent further damage.

When it comes to the other variables, in the only two available

similar studies on human subjects (Bayani et al., 2015; Ghanbari

et al., 2015), the authors also supported no significant changes in the

BOP, probing pocket depths, keratinized gingiva, and the crestal bone

levels; therefore, upholding the findings of our study. Moreover, a

finite element analysis on the amount of compressive stress on the

F IGURE 6 Lingual pocket depth (PD) alterations throughout the follow‐up period. (0 = Before placement of the mini‐screws, 1, 2, and 3
months following that.)

8 | MOEINI ET AL.
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PDL of adjacent teeth to the mini‐screws by Albogha and Takahashi

(2019) revealed that the placement of mini‐screws within <1mm

space from the root surface would increase the stress to period-

ontium and PDL and can contribute to alterations in the periodontal

health indices.

Overall, it can be suggested that the impact of mini‐screw implants in

orthodontic movements would not possibly be a threat to periodontal

health if standard oral health maintenance was followed. Moreover, the

protocols that are implemented for periodontal health maintenance

during the fixed orthodontic treatment, the most important of which is

plaque control, seem to be adequate and applicable to treatments using

mini‐implants too (Dersot, 2010; Nassar et al., 2013). Mohamed et al.

(2023) compared chlorhexidine mouthwash use to a placebo group for

6 months. However, no significant difference was found in the survival

rate of mini‐screws nor in the gingival health of subjects. Nevertheless,

the scarce nature of the conducted human studies on this topic

necessitates further investigation.

The limitation of the present study comprised a limited sample

size, the absence of an evaluation of the possible effect of

demographic factors of the subject on the results, and other

periodontal health indicators such as crestal bone levels. Therefore,

future studies on this topic addressing the mentioned limitations

would be beneficial.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

Within its limitations, the present study indicates that the periodontal

health status of the adjacent teeth to the implanted mini‐screws for

orthodontic anchorage does not alter significantly during the

3‐month follow‐up, compared to the teeth in the control group.

Thus, the orthodontic mini‐screws can be utilized as a safe anchorage

unit when required, on condition that the oral hygiene levels are kept

at the standard levels.
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